We investigate the possibilities of automating equivalence proofs for recursive schemas. A formal proof system, adapted from deBakker-Scott [4] , is shown to be complete with respect to provability of equivalence of pure recursive schemes. The result is obtained by showing the correspondence between operational and denotational semantics of a simple recursive language.
1.

Introduction
The theory of program schemas, as illustrated for example in [1] , [11] , [14] , [16] or [22] [2] , [7] , [21] or [25] .
In this work, we are more interested in results regarding tools for formal description of programming languages, than in the more traditional decidability questions for equivalence of program schemes.
A programming language and its semantics are described, in the manner of Scott and Strachey [28] . By In [8] Hopcroft-Korenjak [13] .
Using this normal representation, we show (Theorem 2) that the semantic definition used is the best possible compatible with evaluation rules such as the copy rule. More precisely, we show that, in the ter minology of Milner [19] , the semantics is both adequate and fullyabstract with respect to the copy rule. Another way to put this is that the semantics chosen is compatible with all operational semantics for the language, and it is not more than this because all terms which are semantically equivalent are computationally equivalent with respect to a par ticular representation of the program.
Finally, we introduce a formal proof system, adapted from [4] and [18] , and prove (Theorem 3) that all equivalences between monadic terms or programs which are semantically valid are (effectively) provable within the formal system. With minor modifications, this result is shown in [9] to also apply to the formal proof systems studied by deBakker [2] , who has already obtained a similar result for a smaller class of languages: we show (in [9] ) that a slight extension of deBakkerfs proof system is complete with respect to provability of equivalence within the class of free recursive program schemes studied by deBakker- 
where standard conventions regarding omission of parenthesis are applied.
Among the program thus defined are "parameterless" programs, such as F(X) <=F(X) or F(X) <= g1(F(X) ,F(X)), which we want to exclude (at "compile time") from our language. Let us therefore associate to each term T in the context of a program P: <F.(X)^P.,... ,F,(X) «=P > a natural number 6(T) as follows:
(ii) 6(g (T ...,T )) = 1+ min (6(T4))
Here P{T> denotes the result of substituting T for all occurrences of X in P. Whenever 6(T) is not defined, we say that 6(T) = «>. For example:
if F(X) <=g1(X,Fg2(X)) then 6(F(X)) « 1 and 6(FF(X)) = 2 while, if F(X) <=g1(F(X),F(X)) then 6(F(X)) =«> and 6(g;L(F(X),X)) = 1.
This use of the symbol " is legitimate since it is clearly decidable whether 6(T) =°°or not for any term T and program P.
From now on, we shall only concern ourselves with programs which satisfy the following syntactic restriction:
Definition: A program P= <FX(X) <=?v ... ,Fk(X) <=Pfc> is acceptable if and only if 6(F±(X))^»^or all 1 < i < k.
It will also be convenient to insist that 6(F (X))^0 for all i in acceptable programs.
It is easily seen that, if P is acceptable, then any subterm T1
of an arbitrary term T has a finite 6(Tf), and Lemma 1: For any terms T and T1, 6(T{T'}) = 6(T)+6(Tf).
Proof: The proof is by induction on 6(A) where A = T{Tf}.
If T = X then 6(T) = 0, A = T' and 6(A) = 6(T») = 6(T) +6(Tf).
If T = g(T ...,T) then A = g(A.,...,A ) where A. = T.{T'} If T = F(T1), then it is easily seen that 6F^~implies that 6(T) « 6(Tf) for some T* = g(T_f,... ,Tf) and we are back to the previous (
Actually, Scott [26] uses complete lattices instead of c.p.o.fs but c.p.o. 's seem to be easier to work With, and have been used for example in [8] ,. [10] , [18] , [21] , [23] and [31] . Discussions regarding the choice of c.p.o.fs versus complete latrices are given in [10] , [23] and [31] . We can now define the semantic interpretation of our programming language. We shall only do so for programs with only one recursively defined function F. The generalization to mutually recursive systems is straightforward.
Definition: An interpretation I o£ a_ program P consists of (i) A complete partial order D.
(ii) To each function symbol g. with arity p.^0 is associated If P is a program and I an interpretation, we write P |=, T = T1
Definition: Let P be a program, T and TT two terms. We say that P|= TET' if and only if P^TET' for all interpretations I.
We say that two programs P = <F (X) <=P1 ,... ,F, (X) <=P > and P' = <F^(X)<=P|,...,F^f (X)<=Pk,> are equivalent if and only if P, P' h FX(X) E F|(X).
In [8] , a canonical interpretation H is constructed which has the It is also proved in [8] or [31] that the following properties of left and right simplifications holds:
Lemma 5: For any terms T, T1, T" and acceptable program P, P h T{T"} E Tf{T"} Mandonly_if P|= T"{T> = T"{T'} if and only if
Note that this is not true if P is not acceptable, as shown by the counterexample: P = F(X) <=G(F(X)), T = X, Tf = T" = F(X).
Decidability of Equivalence Between Acceptable Programs
Let P = <F1(X)<=P1,...,Fk(X)<=Pk> be an acceptable program. We is an standard form, and it is easily seen that P and P' are equivalent, For example,
To be precise, we should use different symbol letters, say F* through F' for the variables of Pf but no confusion can arise here m since P, Pf |= F.(X) E F! (X) for 1 < i < k.
We can now concentrate our attention to programs in standard form.
As a notational convenience, we reserve the letter M for terms of the By induction, we can therefore find M.. such that P |= M-= M^{M9).
It follows that P|= M±{M1} EM±{M {M2>} E M.{M9> and, by Lemma 5,
The reader who is familiar With the results of Hopcroft and Korenjak [13] about simple deterministic languages has noticed the similarity 6(F±(X)h 11 , where k is the number of F *s in P.
between this last result and some of the Lemmas in [13] . The corres pondence between our schemas and deterministic simple languages is explicited in [6] and results obtained in each formalism can be translated into the other.
We can now describe an algorithm for deciding if P |= M E Mf, where P is any program in standard form. The structure of the algorithm F3(X) <=g(F2(X),F3F2(X)) 13 The algorithm, with input F2 E F F-proceeds as follows: 
Equivalence Between Operational and Denotational Semantics
We now define a canonical representation for programs and for terms. For example, if
Of course, we must prove that P does not depend upon the order in which eliminations are performed, i.e.:
Lemma 8: The canonical representation P o£_ a_ program P is unique, Proof: Assuming the existence of two canonical representations Vand P9 of some program P, we prove that they are identical. 15 First we notice that the active variables must be the same in P.
and P"; otherwise, let us consider an i such that F. is active in 2 i P, and not P.. Therefore P. 1= F. E F.
•.-F. hence P. f= F, E F. ---F. Using the results of Courcelle [5] , [6] about simple languages and recursive schemes, it is easy to construct such a canonical representation, but this will not be necessary for the purpose of this paper.
We now define a canonical representation for terms (in the context of a given program P):
Definition: A term T jls said to be reduced with respect to the program P if it has no subterm T1 = G. (T..,... ,T ) such that pi P |= T* E F.(R) for some term R and variable F.. j 3
Lemma 9: To each term T and program P, we can associate a unique term T reduced with respect to P, which we call the canonical representation T of T.
Proof; We prove that T exists and that it is unique. In order to relate operational and denotational semantics, we need to define the computation rules in our language. For this purpose, we say that^^T whenever T2 is the result of replacing some subterms F (T') of T by P.{Tf} in T., where P. is the right-hand-side corresponding to the definition of F. in P. Let 4 be the reflexive 3 p and transitive closure of^. This relation, which models Algol's copy rule, has been studied by Vuillemin [30] who showed that the set {T'| T*Tf} is a lattice, called the computation lattice of T according to P.
The relation * induces an equivalence relation (see [31] ) over the set of terms:
Definition: We say that two terms T-. and T« are interconvertible;
Tl VT? with respect to P if there exists T. such that T, %T"
and T2|T3.
This syntactical notion of equivalence between terms can be used to characterize semantic equivalence in the following sense:
Theorem 2: For any acceptable program P and term T, the set {T'I P |= T E T'} of terms semantically equivalent to T coincide with tne set {T*| T-e->Tf} of terms interconvertible to T with respect to the canonical representation P of P.
Proof: First, we notice that T •$ T where T is obtained by pa a J replacing in T the variables which are inactive in P. We then prove that the set {T! | P|= T E T1} of terms equivalent to T coincide a a with the computation lattice {T*| f £ T'} of f by P. This implies a p a in particular that T * T hence T^T ; it is easily seen that a p a pa* J Ta = T, and since by Lemma 9, P |= T E Tf implies T = T1, we have -^t 4c T 1 T' thus T-h^T1 for all T' semantically equivalent to T.
? ?
The proof that P |= T = T1 implies f ± T' is by induction on 
A Formal Proof System and Its Completeness
In this section, we describe a formal system for proving properties of programs in our language and prove its completeness. The system is a straightforward adaptation of [2] or [18] .
Description of the System
Terms are the same as terms of the programming language, with the addition that we can take the greatest-lower bound (g.l.b.) min(T.. ,T?) of any two terms T and T .
A well formed formula (wff) is a conjunction of inequalities TCT1 between terms; we use T = T' as an abbreviation for the conjunct TCT',
An assertion A is an expression P, $ |-¥ where $ and ¥ are wffs and P is a program, i.e., a set of defining equations of the form Fi(X) <= Pi, where P is a term expressed without min. We assume that each 1? is defined at most once in P. If F.(X) <= P occurs in an assertion A, we say that F is bound in A; variable F is free in A if it is not bound. We assume the variable J_ to be always bound by Here, $, $', V, H" and x denote arbitrary wffs, P and Pf programs.
By ¥{P/F}, we mean the wff obtained from ¥ by substituting T{P/F> for each terra T which occurs in ¥.
Although they can be derived from the previous ones, it will be con venient to also introduce the rules: (ii) F(X) <= F(G(X)) f-F(X) E j_(X);
It is not quite so easy to find a proof of (iv) P |-F(X) C F (X) where
The proof of (iv) generated by the method of Theorem 3 (below) uses Scott's Induction, on assertion
where P' is obtained from P by removing the defining equation for F.
It is not known to the authors whether this particular proof (or any other for that matter) indeed requires the use of min.
Completeness of the Formal System
We now prove the main result of this section:
Theorem 3: The formal system described above is (effectively) com plete with respect to acceptable program P, i.e., P |= T E T* if and only if P (-T = T1.
Proof. Just for convenience, we restrict ourselves to acceptable programs in standard form, since there is no difficulty in extending the result to all acceptable programs. The direction P |-T = Tr implies *P (= T = T* expresses the soundness of the system which is shown in [18] or [31] . In order to prove that P |= T E T* implies P (-T E Tf, we ft notice that, using only axiom A8, it is easy to prove that T-<-*Tf We know that P |= T E T1 implies P |= T E TT where f = T{F./F1,... ,F /F } and P 1= T E ff implies P I-T E fT; formula
(a) implies P, P )-T E T, T' E Tf thus P |= T E T' implies
P |-T E T\
It is easy to show that P, P I-F, C]? ,... ,F Cf and we leave this
to the reader. In order to prove the other way around, i.e., P, P \-F.CF F Cf , we introduce the following notation: let Since we already know that P, P |-F. E F. ,...,F. E F. we _ J2 32 3k 3k
obtain, by A2 and A4 P, P |-F. C F. is easy using A3.
Induction: Assuming P, $, we must prove ${P./F.} for all F. the preceding Lemma that this is the case, we can regroup everything using A4 and the proof of Theorem 3 is completed.
• 6 . Conclusion
There are many directions in which this type of study could be generalized. We simply mention a few outstanding unanswered questions: In terms of languages, this means being able to decide the equiva lence of simple language over infinite as well as finite words. The corresponding problem for regular languages is solved in [7] .
Is equivalence between polyadic programs decidable?
It is shown by Courcelle in [5] 
